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Cumulative live-birth rates after repeated assisted reproduction technology treatment cycles in
Australian and New Zealand.
Appendix 1: Prognostic adjusted cumulative live birth rates.
Rationale and methods
A sensitivity analysis was performed by varying assumptions about the probability of future
treatment success in women who discontinued treatment. Prognostic adjusted rates have been used
in ART studies previously (1), and attempt to account for any relationship between treatment
discontinuation and probability of future success.
A recent systematic review (2) found that 38% (95% CI: 24-54%) of women discontinue because of
poor prognosis. As a censoring mechanism poor prognosis is clearly informative, and so these
women are unlikely to have achieved recorded cycle specific delivery rates. This motivates the use of
prognostic adjusted rates which assume (i) poor prognosis women had zero probability of a future
live delivery and the remaining proportion of women follow standard Kaplan-Meier assumptions (ii)
poor prognosis women discontinue treatment at an even rate throughout the study.
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Here is the prognostic adjustment parameter that treats 100 % of women who discontinue
treatment on a given cycle as having zero future probability of a live birth, i.e. poor prognosis. For
the remaining 100(1 − )% of women who discontinue treatment there is assumed to be no
relationship between future probability of a live birth and censoring. From the survival function
( ) we can then calculate the prognostic adjusted cumulative live birth rate as ( ) = 1 − ( ).
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Results
Figure 1. Prognostic adjusted cumulative live-birth rates (CLBR) by female age at commencement of
first complete assisted reproductive technology (ART) cycle for women (A) of all ages (B) less than 30
years (C) 30-34 years (D) 35-39 years (E) 40-44 years (F) greater than 44 years. Women who
commenced ART treatment in 2009-2012, Australia and New Zealand.

